THE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF MINNESOTAITE'
A COMMON IRON SILICATE IN IRON FORMATIONS+
JonN W. GnuNon, Uniaersily oJ M'i'nnesota,
Minneapoli,s,Minnesota.
AssrRecr
has
The identity of a very abundant iron silicate in the iron formations of Minnesota
and
been establishetl as an iron talc. Its structule and properties have been investigated
compared with its two associated silicates, stilpnomelane and greenalite'

INrnonucrroN
Ever since the discovery of the productive portion of the Mesabi range

Gruner (3). The mineral occurs,however,also in the "cherty Divisions."
In either case the rocks containing it in abundance have been called in
the past, for the sake of classification,greenalite taconite and slaty taconite, and sometimesjust greenalite rock.
It is proposed that this mineral be called minnesotaitebecauseit was
discovered in Minnesota and probably is more abundant in this state
than anywhere else.rt is also found on the cuyuna range in central Minnesota. The minerals most commonly associatedwith minnesotaite are

dant,. Siderite may be present in considerablequantities as the rock contains from 5/o to as much as 15/6 of COz. Quartz, usually called chert,
varies f rom practically nothing to 90/6 in volume.
Minnesotaite occurs only in microscopic plates or needles, the latter
radiated or in sheaves.Sometimesit is so abundant that an inch of a drill
* A part of an investigation of the taconites of the Mesabi Range by the Iron Range
Resources and Rehabilitation Commission of Minnesota'
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core may contain tp to 90/6 0f it, the rest being the other minerals mentioned.
The first investigator who positively stated that this ,,amphibole" was
not an amphibole was Richarz (4, p. 701). He showed that the mineral

he was dealing with three distinctly difierent silicates;namely, greenalite,
stilpnomelane,and minnesotatite. He called them greenalitg metagreenalite (supposedly like greenalite in composition), and mineral x. The
forrnula he proposed for greenalite is similar to that of minnesotaite and
is quite different from true greenalite, which is an iron serpentine as
shown by the writer (6) in 1936.
. The author is indebted for aid and many suggestionsin this study to
Dr. R. B' Ellestad and Mr. Lynn Gardiner. The Graduate School of
the university of Minnesota supported the work with generousgrants.
Oprrcnl Dare
rt is not intended to give a detailed description of the occurrence of
minnesotaite at this time, since it occurs not only on the Mesabi but also
on the cuyuna range and probably will be found in other iron formations.
Neither will its derivation from any of the other minerals be discussedat

The rnineral has parallel extinction, a small optic angle with the acute
,
bisectrix normal to the basal cleavage,and fairly high birefringence.
JolIiffe's figures (5, p. 412) have been confirmed for the eororlessvariety and
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differ little from those of Richarz (4, p. 701). N1-Nn:1'615-1'580
:0.035. Positive elongation. Many specimensshow practically no pleoy:pale green,
chroism but it may become noticeable and then z and
X:colorless, or very pale yellow. In some sections the larger colorless
needles will grade into definitely light yellowish-green confused aggregates of very small fibers. It was thought at first that these aggregates
might be a difterent mineral but the *-rays show that they are also minnesotaite. The fibers are noticeably pleochroic and form ill-defined areas
resembling somewhat the shape and size of greenalite granules. Associated stilpnomelane was not recognizedas such by former investigators,
chiefly beiarrse it is in such fi.ne-grainedaggregatesin most sectionsthat
its strong pleochroism and parallel extinction are diffi.cult to see'
It is possiblethat Jolliffe included it under his "metagreenalite." Most
of the material which he (5, p. 411) designatedas such is minnesotaite. It
is so fine grained that even with a magnification of 300 diameters the
mdterial appears as felt-like yellowish-green masses.when these aggregates occrri as granules they difier from greenalite only by their mottled
ipp"u.urr." between crossed nicols. They were definitely identified as
minnesotaite by using fi-rays. They seem to have somewhat higher indices of refraction than the lighter colored, coarser minnesotaite described above and may contain more ferric iron. Here we have the
unusual situation of two apparently different substancesbeing alike in
structure and probably very similar, if not identical, in composition.
X-neY Dera
When greenalitewas first r-rayed by the writer in 1934(6), it happened
that the material contained neither minnesotaite nor stilpnomelane in
suficient amounts to give their characteristic patterns. When a new
study of the iron formations of Minnesota was begun in 1941,almost the
firsl cc-raypowder photograph showed patterns of both these minerals in
associationwith quartz and iron carbonate.It is relatively easy to remove
the carbonate without injury to the silicates, since the carbonate is soluble in boiling HCl. The finely powdered specimenis heated in about 200
cc. of nearly boiling water and to it is added a little more HCI than is estimated to dissolve the carbonate. Efiervescenceis very vigorous for a
short time. As soon as it stops the solution is diluted to twice its volume
with cold water. The powder that settles is washed by repeated decantation. It is practically impossible to separatestilpnomelane from minnesoknown
taite. Thet are so similai in densitiesand other properties that no
greenalite
extract
to
method will produce results. It is, however, feasible
dialectrically. Most quartz can be removed relatively easily by centrifug-
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ing in bromoform, except in the presenceof stilpnomelane. Magnetite is
removed by a hand magnet. A powerful electromagnet will also attract
minnesotaite, stilpnomelane, and greenalite.
The most suitable material Ior x-ray and chemical analysis was a piece
of drill core from a depth of 240 feet (M 4450) which contained practically no qvartz, very little carbonate,but somemagnetite. A powder was
prepared which showed no trace of quartz in the r-ray powder photographs.
rts r-ray spacingsare given in Table 1 in comparison with those of tarc
(9, p. 416) and margarite. Of the latt6r two minerals only those lines are
listed which could be correlated with minnesotaite. They are mostry basal
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reflections. It is doubtful if line No. 16 of minnesotaite, which is broad,
originates from 0012, though part of the reflection may be causedby it.
The same may be said of Iine No. 12.
The similarity of the three photographs except for the intensities of
002, 004, 006, 0010, and 0012 is unmistakable. On the assumption that
minnesotaite has a talc structure the theoretical intensities of the basal
Teeln 2. Tnnonrtrcer,

AIro Ossnnvuo IlrnNsnrrs

004

006

008

or Baslr, Pr.aNnS Or MrNltesOrarrr

0010

4 . 7 7 5 3.183 2.387 1.910

reflections were computed and are compared with the observed ones rn
Table 2. The agreement may be called fair, considering the assumptions
which must be made with regard to the scattering factors. The ratio of
Fe to Mg ions in the octahedral Iayer of the structure was taken as 3 to 1
in the calculation of the scattering factors. Disregarding the angle 0 brovided the mineral is monoclinic) we have a unit cell with the following
dimensions:
d o o t : ! 9 . 1 0A , b o : 9 . 4 0 A , o 6 : 5 ' 4 f i
The length of oo is based on the pseudo-hexagonalcharacter of the structure.
The dimension 19.10 A for 001 is somewhat larger than one would expect when compared,with 18.58*.03 A for magnesium talc from Harford
County, Maryland.. On the other hand, 001 for margarite is very similar
to minnesotaite. One is tempted, therefore, to consider the possibility of a
"brittle iron mica" structure in which Fe" takes the place of K or Ca, respectively. The writer is not thinking of such minerals as chloritoid or
ottrelite, which do not belong here structurally, but of a regular mica
structure. It is at once realized that the chemical composition given below doesnot fulfiIl the requirements for such a mica. The structure would
have to be a defect structure with a considerable number of positions
where Fe is missipg. The ratio of vacanciesto the filled positions between
the layers would be nearly 7 to l. There are other complications that
would arise in such a schemeas, for example, density, hardness,and opti-
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cal discrepancies.on the other hand, the theoretical reflections from the
basal planes would agree somewhat better than those of 'Iable 2.
CuBurcar, Dera
JoIIiffe (5, p. 416) made an attempt in 1935 to analyze minnesotaite.
He does not mention how large a sample he had but states that he corrected the analysis for impurities. His results recalculated by the writer
are recorded in columns 6 and 7 of Table 3. Dr. R. B. Ellestad made an
analysis of the purified mineral whose r-ray pettern is given in Table 1.
About 7 grams of material for a regular mineral analysis were available.
TiOz and PrOr were not determined becausefrom thousands of analyses
we know that these constituents are present in very minor amounts in
the iron formations. There is a little Mno present which is included.in the
"^
Jolliffe's
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* It has been possible to
determine MnO and TiOz. The table should read Al:Oa .61,
TiO, .04, MgO 6.26, MnO .12; total 99.87.
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MgO. Due to the present emergency it could not be determined at this
time.*
Column 2 of Table 3 contains the molecular ratios of the oxides; column 3 the number of cations in the structure based on the assumption
that 32 Si ions are present as in two unit cells of talc. Column 4 tabulates
the f chargesof these cations. The chargesdue to H are omitted because
as will be seenbelow, H is present as OH, in which capacity it occupies
anion positions in the structure. The results of dehydration experiments
on the mineral show that less than 3Va of the HrO* can be driven off
around 250'C. within three days. Above this temperature the FeO of the
sample begins to oxidize. It is, therefore, concluded that practically all
HrO+ is present as OH. The molecular weight of the contents of column
3 is 3740. If this is put in the cell of the dimensionsgiven above the density would be 3.18. This figure is much higher than the one observedwhen
centrifuging the powder in Thoulet solution, where the settling of particles extendedover a range from 3.03 to 2.99. Jolliffe (5, p. 415) reported
a density of only 2.86,which is probably too low, particularly for material
of his analysis. Ordinary talc has a theoretical density ol 2'82. AIso, as
shown in the next paragraph and in column 7, Table 3, for a density of
2.86 the structure would not be balanced electrostatically, unless two O
ions were omitted. Such a balance can be reached,however, if a density
between that of column 6 and column 7 is assumed.
ions. There are 176
Two unit cells of talc contain (OH)roMgzrSiarOeo
negative charges in 96 positions. These positions are probably always
completely occupiedsince they form the "framework" between which the
cations fill the small interstices. We have in minnesotaite 22 (O}I) instead
of 16 (OH). That leavesroom for only 74 O. The total negative charges
are 74)(2J-22:I70.In
column 4 we have l79.Zfcharges. The number
- - - - - ' by
- J a factor
of ions in column 3 must be multiplied, therefore,

t79.2'
"f +4-0

Column 5 is the result. The molecular weight of this column is 3551,
which gives a theoretical density for minnesotaite of 3.02. This is in almost perfect agreement with the observedvalue.
We may safely assume that all of the Al and most of the Fe"' substitutes for Si, which is slightly deficient in amount. The formula then becomes:
(OH)zz(Fe", Mg)rz.gSiso
r(Al, Fe"')1.aQ7a;
or, reduced to one unit cell and slightly simplified:
* See footnote under Table 3.
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(OH)11(Fe",Mg)rr(Si, Al, Fe"')16037.
There is every reason to believe that minnesotaite varies in composition between considerablelimits, particularly with regard to the ratio of
Fe" to Fe"'. For example,assuminga density of 3.01, the formula for
Jolliffe's material (Table 3, column 6) would be:
(OH)16(Fe,Mg")26.7(Fe"')r.s(Siza.
Ozz.
zFer.3)
This formula contains, however, 98 O and (OH) anions instead of the
permissible96. This suggeststhat not all HrO of his analysis is present as

(oH).

The idea of the replacement of O by (OH) is, of course,not new. It has
been reported in the structure of phosphates,and Hendricks (10, p. 531)
refers to such an arrangement in the layer silicate cronstedtite from Kisbanya, whose formula is:
(Fe"', Al)1.16(Fe",Ca)a.65
(Si, Fe"')aOn(OH)n.
The formula in the original paper is incorrect. It contains too much
(OH) and not enough O. Even in the corrected formula Os and (OH)n, instead of Oroand (OH)r, occupy the 18 available anion positions.
CowcrusroNs
The identity of a mineral observedin thin sectionsfor many years has
been established as one with a talc structure but with about threefourths of its Mg replaced by Fe. Talc analyses record a maximum of
abort 5/6 of Fe oxides. The name minnesotaite has been chosenfor this
mineral becauseit occurs in abundance in two of the three Minnesota
iron ranges, the Mesabi and Cuyuna. In the Biwabik iron formation of
the Mesabi range it is the most abundant of the three silicates with stilpnomelane and greenalite following in the order named. Richarz (4) and
and Jolliffe (5) have determined the optical properties of the mineral
which apply to the nearly colorless variety as seen in thin sections.
N 1 - N o : 1.615- 1.580: 0.035, parallel extinction, positive elongation,
small optic angle with acute bisectrix normal to the perfect basal
cleavage.Pleochroism may become distinct in the yellowish-greenvarieties, Z and y : pale greenand Z --pale yellow. It can be proved by *-rays
that much darker colored varieties exist which are probably considerably
higher in indices and stronger in pleochroism though they are so fine
grained that only the properties of aggregatescan be observedunder the
microscope.Minnesotaite has been found oniy in microscopicneedlesand
plates. Its hardness is less than 3, its density for chemically analyzed
material:3.01, though Jollifie has reported a value ol 2.86 which the
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author considerssomewhat too low. The structure of the mineral was
deduced from r-ray powder photographs and the size of its unit cell determined. Based on this, the density, and the chemical analyses, the
formula for a unit cell is:
(OH)n(Fe", Mg)lz.sSi3o.r(Al,
Fe"')r.rOzr,
as compared with that of theoretically pure talc:
(OH)16MgzrSiazOao.
It is evident from these formulas that all 96 O and (OH) positions are
filled but that minnesotaite has more (OH) and correspondingly Iess O,
in order to balance the fewer f charges. As a matter of fact, if one is
certain of the (OH) in the analysis he can calculate the chemical formula
of the mineral without a knowledge of its density. This was done and an
almost perfect agreement was obtained with the observed density.
Minnesotaite is associpted with qrartz (chert), siderite, magnetite,
stilpnomelane, and greenalite. Many of the green granules which look
exactly like greenalite in ordinary light, but are mottled, felt-like aggregatesof greenish tints between crossednicols, have been identified as
minnesotaite by r-rays. Stilpnomelane, which had not been reported
before from the Biwabik formation, occurs as very fine-grained needles
and aggregateswhose strong pleochroism is difficult to observe.
It is instructive to compare the three iron silicates with one another
as to their structures and formulas:
Greenalite
Stilpnomelane
(K, Na, Ca)e-1
Minnesotaite

(OH)r,

(Fe", Mg)e Fe"'z

sis

(OH)n
(OH)u u

(Fe'/, Mg, Al, Fe"')z-s
(Fe", Mg)6.6

ozs_"4
Sia
(Si, Al, Fe"')s O r a . r

Or"

'2

H"O

.24IJ2O

There is a decreasein total HzO from greenalite to minnesotaite but an
increase of SiOz. All three contain MgO in appreciable quantities, but
only stilpnomelane contains noteworthy amounts of AlzOa.The ratio of
Fe" to Fe"'varies considerably in all three. Greenalite has a serpentine
structure (6). Stilpnomelane has a unique structure (8) which approximates that of mica or chlorite without, however, being a mixture of the
two: while the structure of minnesotaite is similar to talc.
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